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OVERVIEW
Businesses require powerful applications with purpose. Today, business works in the 
palm of your user’s hands—so your applications must work there as well. To meet 
business user expectations, your company must have a simple way to create apps fast 
without relying on deep technical skills or expensive IT resources. Apps must connect to 
critical data in real-time. And they must be able to analyze data results immediately.  

WHAT IT DOES
Progress® Pacific™ is a modern Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) that makes it easy for 
businesses to rapidly build data-driven apps and deploy them on any cloud or device. 
The Pacific (PaaS gives you the freedom to choose the data sources, deployment 
environments and business logic that best fit your needs. Support your enterprise, 
developers and customers with cloud-enabled applications and grow into new markets 
with Progress Pacific.

BENEFITS
CREATE NEW APPS FAST WITH MINIMAL CODING 
Modern application development is about the immediate ability to turn ideas into 
deployed solutions. Your customers want to move from “What if?” to “Now I can” as 
soon as tomorrow. Your Pacific installation includes  a rapid application development 
platform that works within a web browser. Using visual tools, developers can build web 
and mobile apps with more clicks than keyboard taps—and write as much as 80% less 
code. 

DESIGN FOR EASY DEPLOYMENT TO ANY MOBILE DEVICE 
A simple “one-click” option mobilizes apps quickly for mobile web deployment. Or build 
mobile device-specific apps through an intuitive visual builder. Publish resulting binaries 
to app stores for users to access in a familiar way. Push notification technology is also 
supported by Pacific Cloud Services, delivering the possibility of enhanced engagement 
with mobile app users.

INTEGRATE, ANALYZE AND SHARE DATA 
Data isn’t everything—it’s the only thing that matters to users. With Pacific, your 
application can tap into the most data sources available in the cloud to develop 

HIGHLIGHTS
 � Rapid application 

development: Browser-
based visual design 
requiring minimal coding

 � Mobile & Web: Create apps 
tailored for the best web and 
mobile experience

 � Data driven: Connect your 
app to the data used inside 
your company and by your 
customers

 � Gain business insight: Self-
service data integration, 
report building and 
collaboration

 � Platform Services:  
Core architectural and 
governance services enable 
an extensible platform 

 � Flexible cloud-native 
deployment: Deploy on the 
infrastructure that best fits 
your business; on-premise, 
public or private cloud 
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PROGRESS SOFTWARE
Progress Software Corporation (NASDAQ: PRGS) is a global software company that simplifies the development, deployment and management of business applications on-
premise or in the cloud, on any platform or device, to any data source, with enhanced performance, minimal IT complexity and low total cost of ownership.
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automated, context-aware applications. Connect to all your 
important data sources, no matter where they reside, via a 
single interface.  Whether connecting to data in the cloud 
or on-premise, developers can simply add new data sources 
without having to rewrite code. 

EMPOWER USERS TO CREATE AND SHARE REPORTS  
Providing apps that turn business users into superheroes 
requires interfaces that “think” like users. That requires 
providing them with a design focused on simplicity and self-
service. Pacific offers an innovative new plug-in service for 
data integration and collaboration. Progress Pacific  helps 
users access, blend and report on data spanning many 
different business applications and data sources, and share, 
sync and collaborate with other users without expensive data 
integration projects. 

ADD BUSINESS LOGIC FOR ADDED VALUE
Once you’ve come up with an idea, that idea must be translated 
into business logic. Pacific offers companies the ability to 
integrate Progress® Corticon® Business Rules Management 
System (BRMS) with the PaaS to help business make faster 
decisions. Corticon delivers high-performance, automated 
business rules management by separating rules from code. 

Optionally, your company can add business logic using ABL, 
Java or with a Microsoft Excel interface. 

CLOUD NATIVE PLATFORM
Progress Pacific is purpose-built for the cloud and includes 
core capabilities to maximize the benefits of this architecture.  
Community and collaboration services are built-in to the 
platform, enabling developers to interact with peers. Get 
answers quickly, share knowledge and gain insights. Critical 
architectural capabilities include a multi-tenant model, 
localization support and separation of application code from 
platform code for superior operations.

OPERATE INDEPENDENTLY WITHOUT LIMITS 
Your applications must be accessible across continents if you 
are to compete. Progress knows the challenges that small and 
mid-sized development teams face gaining traction today. 
Being constrained by a single vendor application platform or 
user market is no way to grow. Pacific makes it easy to deploy 
anywhere, on any platform or device. Choose Progress private 
or public hosted options, deploy on-premise, or choose your 
own IaaS—we’re ready to work with you, not against you.

Figure 1. 
Progress Pacific PaaS leverages the industry-

leading strengths of the Progress Portfolio 
and new cloud-based data connectivity, 

integration and reporting tools.
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ABOUT PROGRESS PACIFIC

Progress Pacific is a modern platform-as-a-service (PaaS) that enables the rapid creation and deployment of powerful, data-driven business 
applications with minimal coding by using point-and-click, drag-and-drop tools in a web browser. To learn more about how your team can enable 
the next generation of business applications with PaaS, or to begin evaluating Progress Pacific, visit progress.com/pacific. 
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